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Artists can easily access the human form outside of the studio with this solid pictorial reference.

More than 500 crisp photographs portray a diverse set of models in 100 poses&#151;ranging from

the classical to the everyday&#151;and show the positions from a variety of angles, including

overhead. Exquisitely detailedÃ‚Â photos of particular body parts and precise lighting reveal

otherwise hidden areas of the models while providing rich shadowing and tone. The inspiring

photographs in this collection are ideal for both students and more advanced artists who are looking

for material to supplement a live model class or to hone their skills from the comfort of home.
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"As close as possible to what you would see, if you were observing the models directly with your

own eyes."Ã‚Â  &#151;Butch Krieger, from the foreword"As photographic references go,Ã‚Â [this]

is one of the best."Ã‚Â  &#151;Stuart Mark Feldman, 30-year veteran sculptor

Through careful research and consultation with a variety of artists, the authors have created a truly

useful art reference. Packed from cover to cover with over 100 poses photographed at multiple

angles, Art Models provides a supplement for routine work such as practicing with new mediums

and studying body features and also creative work like planning compositions. By encouraging extra

practice and planning, Art Models makes studio time with live models more worthwhile and

rewarding for both artists and models. See full previews at the author's livemodelbooks site. --This



text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

As I'm learning art, this book was excellent to help study the human body. "Blocking" the human

body for the sake of cartoons is incredibly easy when you have models to use. The models are

shown in a variety of positions, and some positions have several different angles so you can really

get a sense of how the body moves and is connected.

The photos in the DVD are really handy for me to view and put into the files I created for some

purposes. The book is a convenient accompany for me to carry around, read the descriptions, and

learn the different postures. They are really good.

While I was in art school (online-Art Academy University) I was provided figure study images I was

required to draw from of really poor quality. I purchased this book as a substitute for those online

images. It worked for me but in the end I ended up creating my own library of high quality figure

study nudes. Again, good to work from and if you need a source to draw on worth the money. It is

still a part of my library along with my own 360 degree high res images.

An outstanding reference for the serious artist. I've been doing art as a sideline since grade school,

and I haven't seen a reference as good as this before. It's in extremely high definition and you can

enlarge the shots to an amazing degree. Each pose can be viewed from numerous angles, and

there's an excellent variety of body types and poses, and they're all well lit. There's no replacing

drawing or painting the actual model, but if you can't afford modeling fees this is a good

substitute.Buy it; you won't regret it.

If you are an artist(painter, sculptor, etc.) and you just can't afford live models this is a great book.

Good poses, good lighting, a most important good photography. Don't make the same mistake I did,

buy the hard cover with the cd-rom, it is only a couple dollars more and the hardcover will last far

longer the constant opening and closing as you use it, plus the disc has images in far more detail

and angles. Buy it with confidence.

Great source for figure drawing if you do not have a local live event available.

Great references in this book. This book is great for those times that you do not have a nude model



in front of you.

I wanted to give Live Art Models 1 (hardcover) five stars, but I just couldn't because some of the

female models have been censored in the printed pages. However, the females are only censored

on the printed pages. I still gave Art Models 1 four stars because the cd-rom (included with the

book) is not censored. It's also full of wonderful uncensored female and male poses. I returned my

printed hardcover book for a refund and ordered the uncensored cd-rom version instead. I have no

use for censorship. Censorship and art don't mix! I will keep the uncensored cd-rom version only.

I'm also happy to say that none of the female models have been censored on the printed pages of

Art Models 2 or any of the following printed book editions.
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